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Createspace Independent Publishing Platform, 2017. Paperback. Condition: New. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Bigger and better. In 2018 Librans have the
bricks and the mortar and are digging the foundations for a new and better you. All the tools are in
place and the plans just need to be finalised. So be the architect of your future and start doing to
designs for the lifestyle you want to be living. In 2018 the vital parts of the design are the foundation
and so you need to work on a solid self esteem and high self worth to make sure your new house
will survive any hurricane that comes its way. 2018 is also about a gold rush; yes, you are
prospecting for gold hidden within - character traits and abilities perhaps yet undiscovered or un
tapped which contain a wealth of ingredients for success. You are successful in business and with
money yet material goals are just a small part of a year that is significant in terms of how you feel
about you and your sense of value and worth. The real gold is the pot of gold inside you; that store of
energy,...
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ReviewsReviews

This ebook can be worthy of a read, and much better than other. I have read and i am certain that i am going to planning to go through again once again in
the future. You may like just how the writer compose this book.
-- Mr. Grant Stanton PhD-- Mr. Grant Stanton PhD

A whole new eBook with an all new standpoint. It is actually rally fascinating throgh reading through time period. You wont truly feel monotony at anytime
of your own time (that's what catalogues are for relating to when you request me).
-- Claire Bartell-- Claire Bartell
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